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PREFACE
This book contains the main lectures and the abstracts of papers accepted for

presentation at EUROMECH Colloquium 377 Stability and Control of Shear Flows with
Strong Temperature or Density Gradients held of Institute of Thermomechanics, Academy of
Sciences of the Czech Republic.

Topics discussed comprised the onset of instability in heated free jets and jets with
density gradients, the flow past the heated/cooled boundaries, the atmospheric shear flow and
various mathematical modeling of laminar-turbulent transition phenomena. The new results
and advances on these topics were discussed warranting the basic reason of EUROMECH
Colloquia determined not only to presentations.

Chairman: F. Marsik
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Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Lausanne
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an experimental investigation of a turbulent buoyant sodium jet which was

discharging into a slowly moving ambient. Measurements of mean velocity, mean temperature and
temperature fluctuations were made using a miniature permanent magnet flowmeter probe for a range
of conditions encompassing forced convection jets, buoyant jets and plumes. The geometrical
arrangement departed from that for a classical free jet in that the jet emerged into a confined co-flow
but the essential characteristics of free jet behaviour were observed. The decay of axial velocity was
broadly the same as for fluids of higher Prandtl number. The decay of mean temperature differences
and temperature fluctuations were different from that for fluids of higher Prandtl number due to the
importance of molecular diffusion in heat transport.

1. INTRODUCTION

The jet flow investigation described in this paper was one of a number which have been
conducted to evaluate the differences in heat transfer behaviour between sodium and fluids of higher
Prandtl number. The work was stimulated by the fast reactor programme, for which many
experiments have been performed in small scale reactor models, often using water as the simulant
fluid, because of lower costs and easier rig operation. It has been shown that results for water may be
transferred to the sodium application for forced convection' but for turbulent mixed convection the
heat transfer behaviour of sodium is quite different from that of fluids having higher Prandtl
numbers". The reason for the different behaviour in buoyant flows is that the velocity field depends
strongly on the temperature field, which in sodium, but not in water, is strongly influenced by the
molecular diffusion of heat. The kinematic viscosity of sodium at 350°C is the same as that of water
at 80°C but the diffusivity of heat for sodium is four hundred times higher than that for water. The
high thermal conductivity of sodium also causes temperature fluctuations to be damped out more
rapidly than in water flows. This differing behaviour has been explained theoretically by Batchelor et
al.34 who showed that the spectrum of temperature fluctuations decays at a rate proportional to wave
number to a power -17/3 in a fluid of low Prandtl number in a conduction subrange, a sub-range not
present in fluids of moderate or high Prandtl number where the decay is less rapid.
The vertical axi-symmetric buoyant jet was chosen for study as it has been reported extensively in the
literature, see for example56. Jets in moderate-Prandtl-number fluids may be divided into three
regions: the asymptotic cases of the pure, isothermal jet and the pure plume, which from dimensional
reasoning may be shown to obey similarity laws for the axial decay of velocity and temperature, and
the transitional region between the two, which does not show similarity and which is described by
empirical laws. This similarity analysis breaks down for buoyant jets in liquid metals because
molecular heat diffusion is no longer negligible compared with turbulent diffusion.
The properties of liquid sodium place great restrictions on the design of experimental apparatus and
the choice of instrumentation. Liquid sodium reacts explosively with water, it catches fire when
exposed to air and it is highly corrosive with many materials. Temperature measurements can be
made in sodium using thermocouples provided that the thermoelements are sheathed in stainless steel
or another suitable material. Because of the very high heat transfer coefficients that are characteristic
of liquid sodium the frequency response of thermocouples in sodium is far higher than in
conventional fluids, a 0.25 mm sheathed thermocouple with an insulated junction giving undamped
signals in excess of 40 Hz7.



Velocity measurements in sodium are not possible using conventional techniques and although transit
time techniques have been employed8'9 the most widely used technique to date has been the magnetic
method, see for example2'10"". A miniature permanent magnet flowmeter probe has been developed at
the Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe which combines high sensitivity to low velocities and signal
stability while minimizing thermoelectric effects12'13. This has been used to make simultaneous
measurements of mean velocity and mean and fluctuating temperatures for a sodium jet emerging
into a confined co-flowing stream.

2. APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

The experimental data were obtained in the sodium test loop TEFLU, Fig 1, which consisted
essentially of a vertical pipe of 110 mm inner diameter and an axially movable jet block. Two
measurement positions were provided at different axial positions but the lower position was used in
this study. Probes could be traversed across a diameter of the pipe, the accuracy of the radial
adjustment being 0.1 mm. The jet block could be adjusted between axial distances x of 10 mm and
500 mm from the lower measurement position, allowing for the measurement of radial temperature
and velocity profiles for normalized distances x/d between 1.4 and 70. The jet block contained 158
holes of diameter d = 7.2 mm located on a triangular pitch of 8.2 mm, and the holes had a length-to-
diameter ratio of 16.7.
The temperature of the co-flow in the pipe was 300 °C. A sodium jet, heated to as much as 75 K
above the co-flow temperature, was injected separately into the central hole of the jet block, which
also had a diameter of d=7.2 mm. The velocity at the orifice of the nozzle was varied between
0.27 m/s and 0.55 m/s, corresponding to a Reynolds number range of about 5xJO3 to 104. The central
injection pipe was double-walled with an evacuated annular gap. The uppermost 170 mm of the
central pipe was also of 7.2 mm internal diameter and so the jet exit conditions corresponded to a
fully developed turbulent velocity profile at a uniform temperature.
Without any co-flow the physical confinement would have generated significant return flows outside
the jet to satisfy the conservation of mass (the ratio of the pipe diameter to the jet outlet diameter was
only 15). In addition, stagnant sodium at the pipe wall would have cooled down due to heat losses,
possibly causing a thermally-induced flow reversal. In order to prevent flow reversals near the wall,
the Reynolds number of the co-flow was kept at Rea=1.4xl04for the forced convection jet. Because
loop characteristics prevented steady conditions in the central pipe at low flow rates and high initial
temperature differences the Reynolds number of the co-flow was kept at Rea = 2.8xl04 for the
buoyant jet and plume experiments. These pipe Reynolds numbers corresponded to co-flow
velocities of 5 cm/s and lOcm/s, respectively. The experimental conditions did not generate
recirculation, as shown by measurements in the pipe outside the central jet which revealed uniform
velocities right up to a thin boundary layer at the pipe wall.
Three different series of measurements were performed as listed in Table 1. The initial character of
the jet (subscript 0) was specified by the densimetric Froude number Fr0 at the orifice of the nozzle,
which may be regarded as the ratio of inertial forces to buoyancy forces. It is defined as

P o ( o B )
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where u0 and M( are respectively the mean velocities at the orifice of the nozzle and of the co-flow
and p0 and p<( are respectively the densities of the heated jet and the co-flow.
The miniature magnet probe is shown schematically in Fig 2. It consisted essentially of a stainless
steel sheath of outer diameter 2.5 mm which contained an AINiCo 450 permanent magnet of length to
diameter ratio 1 and magnetized radially. The measuring principle was based on electromagnetic
induction: liquid sodium flowed in a vertical direction through a horizontal magnetic field, generating
a voltage which was perpendicular to the flow and the magnetic field and proportional to the sodium
velocity. The voltage was detected using grounded thermocouples 0.25 mm in diameter which were
welded onto the sheath of the probe normal to the permanent magnet poles at the positions 1 and 2



(lower probe plane). The voltage was measured between two thermocouple wires of the same
material that are marked A (Alumel), C (Chromel) or S (stainless steel); the sensitivity of the probe
was found by calibration to be 47 |aV/(ms~ ). If a temperature field was superimposed on the
velocity field, a thermoelectric voltage was added to the velocity induced voltage. Two other
thermocouples were installed at positions 3 and 4 (upper probe plane, 3 mm higher) and these were
only weakly influenced by the magnetic field. An additional thermocouple of 0.25 mm diameter at
the tip of the probe (position 5) was used for measuring the mean temperature and the temperature
fluctuations. The distance between the thermocouple position 5 and the lower probe plane was equal
to the jet diameter d.
The velocity measurement technique is explained in detail by Knebel & Krebs12. The probe design
allowed the simultaneous measurement of the temperatures at the five thermocouple positions and of
the three voltages at each probe plane, i.e. U2|A, U2iC, U2!S, U4}A, U43C and U43S, using voltmeters with
a resolution of 0.1 (iV. The temperature fluctuations were first measured with an integrating RMS-
voltmeter which gave the rms values. Then, in a separate measurement, temperature fluctuations
were recorded over a frequency range from 0.1 Hz to typically 500 Hz, the latter figure being chosen
because it was sufficiently higher than the frequency response of the probe to avoid a loss of
information about the frequency spectrum. The experimental data produced time-mean velocities,
time-mean temperatures and the intensity of the temperature fluctuations. The probe diameter was
too large to give information on Reynolds stresses and turbulent heat fluxes but the 0.25 mm diameter
of the thermocouple used for temperature measurement was small enough to capture the significant
temperature fluctuations.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Dimensionless numbers and parameters
The initial conditions of the different measurements were chosen according to the Froude

numbers shown in Table 1. In the following figures data for the isothermal jet are marked using an
asterisk (*), data for the forced convection jet using a square (LI), data for the buoyant jet using a
triangle (A) and data for the plume using a circle (O). The probe was moved across the pipe over the
range -35 mm < r < +35 mm taking data points every millimetre at each axial position.

3.2 Mean velocity and mean temperature
The mean velocity and the mean temperature have been related to the values in the co-flow.

Beyond a zone of flow establishment which finished at about x/d = 6 the decay of the mean centre
line velocity was proportional to x"' for the isothermal jet and the forced convection jet, x 2" for the
buoyant jet in the transition region, and x""3 for the plume. These exponents are in agreement with
those in the similarity analysis of Chen & Rodi6 and the decay factor of Au = 6.08 for the isothermal
jet and the forced convection jet was consistent with established values, demonstrating that the flow
was dominated by inertial forces.
The mean centre line velocity and the distance from the orifice are now expressed in the
dimensionless form first proposed by Ricou & Spalding5:

'4

(2)
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Using this scaling, Fig 3 allows the identification of three regions with different characteristics, which
can be distinguished by the value of x depending on the distance from the orifice and the Froude
number at the orifice. For values of x < 0.8 the flow behaved like an isothermal jet. Within a range
of about 0.8 < x < 5.0 a transition took place, at the end of which the flow was completely controlled
by buoyancy forces so that for x > 5.0 the jet behaved like a pure plume.



The decay of the excess centre line temperature was inversely proportional to the distance from the
orifice regardless of the initial Froude number. The only distinction between the different
measurements was the decay factor A f which decreased with decreasing Froude number: AT was
4.01 for the forced convection jet, 3.3 for the buoyant jet and 1.95 for the plume. The reason for this
behaviour was that the absolute axial velocity decreased with decreasing Froude number, each
element of sodium remained longer in a particular section of the flow, allowing molecular diffusion to
transport more thermal energy in the radial direction to give smaller values of AT.
Figs 4 and 5 respectively show representative mean velocity and temperature profiles Aw / AwCL and

A7" / ATCL, both relative to conditions in the co-flow and normalized by the centre line values. The

radius is normalized using the characteristic half-value radii rg 5U and TQ 5 J for the velocity and the
temperature profiles, respectively. All data are correlated by a single curve, described by the
Gaussian function.

AuCL

=EXP - I n 2 - . (4)

^ - = EXP\~\n2-\-L-) | . (5)

Temperatures were slightly higher than predicted by the Gaussian function for radii of r /' r0ST > 1.3,

due to the high thermal conductivity of sodium which causes a diffusion of heat farther into the co-
flow. The velocity half-value radii were correlated by the following equation

2 r n

d " U d
with Su, the rate of velocity spread being 0.058 for the isothermal jet and the forced-convection jet,
0.048 for the buoyant jet and 0.041 for the plume. The value of Su for an isothermal jet was lower
than recommended values for classical jet geometry due to the confining effects of the co-flow. The
data also suggest that the spreading rate decreased with increasing influences of buoyancy. However,
the co-flow velocity was larger for the buoyant jet and the plume than for the isothermal jet and the
forced convection jet, both in absolute terms and relative to the jet exit velocity. The higher co-flow
velocity tended to reduce the spreading of the jet and it will be seen later that the co-flow, not
buoyancy, was responsible for the changes in Su.
The half-value radii of the temperature profiles are shown in Fig 6 as a function of distance x/d from
the orifice. Up to x/d = 19 all the data were linear with S j , the rate of temperature spread, again less
than the spreading rates quoted in the literature for free jets. For greater distances with the buoyant
jet and the plume there was a noticeable influence of buoyancy on the flow with the half-value radii
of the temperature profiles increasing less than that of the forced convection jet.
The momentum flux relative to the co-flow and normalized by the initial momentum flux is shown in
Fig 7 for all the measurements made. While the momentum fluxes of the isothermal jet and the
forced convection jet were constant within the x/d range investigated, the momentum flux of the
buoyant jet remained approximately constant only up to a distance of x/d = 12 which corresponded to
the transitional value of x = 0.8. Beyond this distance buoyancy forces had an appreciable influence
and the momentum flux increased linearly as potential energy, which was stored in the buoyant jet in
the form of density differences relative to the ambient fluid, was transformed into kinetic energy. As
expected, the plume showed the largest increase in momentum flux because of the high initial
buoyancy and the increase commenced very nearly at the orifice.

3.3 Temperature fluctuations
3.3.1 Temperature rms values

Within the zone of flow establishment the temperature fluctuations increased to between 1.3 %
and 1.7 % of the excess mean temperature at the orifice and then they decreased rapidly with further
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distance from the origin, becoming less than 0.5 % at a distance of x/d = 40. These figures
represented maximum temperature rms values of 0.5 K for the forced convection jet and the buoyant
jet and 1 K for the plume. The minimum values were less than 0.2 K at a distance of x/d = 40 for all
the measurements made. The decay was proportional to (x/d)"1 ' for the forced convection jet, to
(x/d)"12 for the buoyant jet and to (x/d)"16 for the plume. Thus the temperature rms values decayed
more rapidly than the mean temperature which always decayed proportional to (x/d)"1. In contrast,
when one considers fluids with higher Prandtl number and normalizes the temperature rms values on
the centre line by the local excess centre line temperature, one finds constant ratios at an axial
distance of about x/d = 40. Chen & Rodi6 gave ratios of between 0.21 and 0.26 for jets and 0.39 for
plumes and these values are consistent with those proposed by various authors. In contrast no
asymptotic ratio was observed for sodium and ratios below 0.04 were observed at x/d = 40 for all
Froude numbers, thus demonstrating the extremely strong damping of the temperature fluctuations
due to the high molecular conductivity of sodium.
Figure 8 shows the radial profile of the temperature rms values with the radius normalized by the
characteristic half-value radius rosms. Eight profiles for the plume are given and these are
representative of all the measurements made. All profiles were correlated by this single characteristic
curve which has two symmetrical maxima of twice the centre-line value. The maximum rms value of
the temperature fluctuations and the maximum gradient of the mean temperature are at the same radial
position f"= foiRMS- According to George et al.14 the shape of the curve can be explained by the

production term Pt = - u' T dT I dx - v T dT I dr in the transport equation for the temperature

fluctuations. For the sodium flows investigated, the second term was always dominant as the radial
gradient of the mean temperature was always greater than the axial gradient. An increasing
importance of the first term with decreasing Froude number and the formation of a bell-shaped curve
for plume flow, as reported by Shabbir & George15, was not observed for this temperature field,
which was dominated by molecular diffusion.

3.3.2 Power spectral densities
The temperature fluctuations may be interpreted using the power spectral density Srr. In order

to find the frequency response of the 0.25 mm thermocouple one measurement was made at an axial
distance of x I d = 3 and at a radial position of r I r0 5SM5 = - 0.5 because the highest frequencies

with high spectral energy were observed at this position. This measurement gave a constant spectral
energy up to frequencies of 40 Hz in sodium and thus the thermocouple was able to detect frequencies
up to 40 Hz without any signal attenuation.
Figure 9 shows the power spectral density of the plume at a radial position of r I r0 iRMS = - 0.5 and
at the three axial distances x/d = 8, 20 and 40. The power spectral density was approximately
constant for frequencies below a particular value, here denoted the break frequency. At higher
frequencies there was a narrow convective sub-range, in which the temperature eddies were stretched
with a slope of -5/3. The break frequency decreased with increasing distance from the orifice and the
convective sub-range was enlarged. For even higher frequencies there was a conduction sub-range
with a slope of-17/3.

3.4 Turbulence length scales
The Kolmogorov turbulence length scales have been calculated using the data of Ruffin et al.16 on the
centre line of the forced jet at between 9 fim at x/d = 3 to 124 \im at x/d = 40. According to Lawn17

the Kolmogorov length scales for temperature fluctuations in liquid metals are greater by a factor
Pr'A/4, which would give length scales on the centre-line for the forced convection jet of 0.4 mm at
x/d = 3, 1.5 mm at x/d = 10, 2.9 mm at x/d = 20 and 5.8 mm at x/d =40. Hence except, perhaps, for
positions very close to the jet nozzle, the 0.25 mm thermocouple would have captured the essential
features of the temperature fluctuations.



3.5 Influence of the co-flow
The magnitude of the co-flow influenced the jet characteristics, in particular the spreading rate,

especially with the plume where the initial excess velocity of the jet of 0.17 m/s was of a similar order
to the co-flow velocity of 0.1 m/s. It can be shown using information presented by Rodi'8 that the
centre line velocity decay for the isothermal jet and the forced convection jet would have essentially
displayed classical free jet behaviour. The centre line velocity of the plume is predicted to have been
affected rather more; at x/d = 40 the velocity would be of the order of 10 % higher than for a classical
jet. The impact of the co-flow on spreading rates was much more significant, as shown by curves
obtained from an expression derived by Reichardt19, see Fig 10. They were calculated using the
appropriate jet outlet velocities and co-flow velocities of the experiment but did not take the effect of
buoyancy into consideration. It can be seen that the co-flow is predicted to reduce the width of the
buoyant jet at x I d - x0 I d = 45 to about 75 % of the value for the forced convection jet and the
width of the plume by a further 15 %. The differences between the spreading rates observed
experimentally were somewhat smaller and the curvature in the distributions predicted by both
Reichardt and Rodi was not evident. It may therefore be deduced that buoyancy increased the half-
value radius of velocity, particularly at large x/d where buoyancy forces had the most significance
(this reduced the curvature in the profiles), and that the influence of buoyancy on the jet spreading
rate was masked by the restricting effect of the co-flow.

4. CONCLUSIONS

This experimental study has extended the data base on jets to include sodium which has a very
low Prandtl number. The development of a turbulent buoyant sodium jet was divided into three
regions, defined by the non-dimensionalized distance x* of equation 8. As with classical jets, the
axial velocity and temperature profiles were correlated by Gaussian curves. All radial profiles of the
temperature rms values were correlated by a single curve having a local minimum at the centre line
and two very pronounced maxima on either side of it.
Generally, the velocity fields in buoyant sodium jets were similar to those in buoyant jets of more
common fluids such as water or air. Buoyancy forces tended to increase the spreading rates, although
in the present investigation the influence of buoyancy was masked by the effect of the co-flow, which
restricted the growth of the jet and therefore acted in the opposite direction.
In contrast to the velocity fields, the temperature fields were quite different from those in
conventional fluids because heat transfer was dictated by molecular diffusion rather than turbulent
diffusion. The temperature fluctuations varied more rapidly in both axial and radial directions than
with other fluids, a consequence of the ability of sodium to reduce temperature inhomogeneities. The
strong influence of the low Prandtl number of sodium was also evident from the power spectral
density, which showed a narrow convective sub-range with a -5/3 decay followed by a conduction
sub-range with a -17/3 decay.
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Pipe Reynolds number

Co-flow velocity

Co-flow temperature

Froude number

Initial excess velocity

Initial excess temperature

Axial distances x/d

Isothermal jet

1.4 x 104

5 cm/s

300°C

8123

48 cm/s

1.8K

3,4,6,8,12,20,30

Forced conv. jet

1.4 x 104

5 cm/s

300°C

521

50 cm/s

30 K

3,4,6,8,10,12,15,

20,25,30,35,40

Buoyant jet

2.8 x 104

10 cm/s

300°C

365

33 cm/s

25 K

3,4,6,8,12,20,

30,40

Plume

2.8 x 104

10 cm/s

300°C

43.1

17 cm/s

75 K

3,4,6,8,12,20,

30,40

Table 1: Experimental conditions
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LAMINAR TURBULENT TRANSITION IN HEATED FREE JET

Ludek Krejcf, Frantisek Marsik, l

Vaclav Nenicka2

Abstract- The evolution of heat and mass transfer in the initial region of a transi-
tional plasma plume is investigated and discussed. The results show that these transport
processes are controlled and limited by the plume shear layer instability. The process
of laminar-turbulent transition is consecutively controlled by the plume core shear layer
instability where interrelation of the effective thickness of the shear temperature and den-
sity layers play decisive role. When the absolute instability occurs the resonances in the
jet and arc chamber must be taken into account. These processes are manifested in three
events. Between the first and second phase, there is a maximum of arc heater exit average
enthalpy. The other two threesholds occur at maximum and minimum stagnation heat
flux from the plume core. It seems that these processes also influence the thermal energy
production in the arc chamber cavity.

1. Introduction

In many cases of advanced thermal plasma technologies, the thermal energy needed for
their realization is supplied from an inherently unsteady transitional thermal plasma
plume. The most important events responsible for the effective utilization of the thermal
plasma plume energy are the heat and mass transfer processes taking place in the plume
initial (core) region governed by a nonlinear evolution of the laminar turbulent transition.

The plume transition is not yet fully understood, and the same goes for the transition
effect on heat and mass transfer from the plume to its surroundings.

An early report on the dynamic nature of the heat transfer processes in a transitional
plasma plume appeared and the correspondence between heat transfer events and the
changes in the plume dynamics reflected in the specific evolution of plume acoustical
spectrum were described in [1] and [2]. The idea that measurement of the stagnation point
heat flux is suitable for the identification of distinct dynamic states governing the plume
transition was presented in [2] and [3]. The way of the transition stage identification
and detection of the light emitted from luminous plume core and adjoined shear layer
suggests that evolution of the heat transfer from the core corresponds to the distinct
dynamic stages of the transition process.

This paper is enlarged version of the paper [11] and its aim is to substantiate a concep-
tual model of the mechanism controlling heat and mass transfer evolution in a transitional
thermal plasma plume. The presented experimental results should help to throw light on
the nature of both plume heat transfer evolution during the transition and mixing process
in the onset of turbulence.

'Ludek Krejci, Frantisek Marsik, Institute of Thermomechanics Academy of Sciences of the Czech
Republic, Prague 8, 182 00 , Dolejskova 5, Czech Republic

2Vaclav Nenicka, Institute of Electrical Engineering, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic
Prague 6, 182 00, Dolejskova 5, Czech Republic
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2. Experimental equipment and diagnostic techniques

The detailed description of the experimental equipment and diagnostic techniques used
can be found, e.g., in [2] and [4]. Here, we shall confine ourselves to the basic facts only.

Argon plasma plumes were generated by a cascaded arc heater [4]. The arc chamber
consisted of a stack of electrically insulating copper rings ends in an outlet anode diameter
bore Do = 8 mm . The plume transition has been observed under the conditions of
fixed 100-225 A arc currents, and the argon flow rate V has been varied from 5 to 200
1/min. Under laboratory conditions with the ambient temperature T^ = 290 A', ambient
pressure p^ = 1,013.105 Pa is argon density /)„ = ^ - = 1,68%/m3 (gas constant

til oo

R = 208.12 J/kgK). Mass flow rate [kg/s] is M = l,666.10-5p<X)V
r (where V[l/min]).

Arc chambers of 40 or 80 mm length have been used.
The particular features of the transport processes which appear in the plasma plume

initial region during its transition to turbulence reliably detect the stagnation point heat
flux data measured in the plume core cusp region (Fig. 3.1) along with the arc heater
exit average enthalpies data [2]-[4].

A device, used for the measurement of total heat flux in the stagnation region of
a plasma plume, was a calorimetric probe [5]. Its operation is based on the on-line
analysis of unsteady heat conduction in a copper cylinder of 6 mm diameter, mounted
flush with the probe front surface on which the plume impinges prependicularly. The
distance between the calorimeter front surface and the arc heater outlet plane was 15
mm under all meaningful conditions. The arc heater exit average enthalpy was simply
calculated from the torch thermal balance.

The plume core shear layer dynamics as well as the global core oscillations have been
detected using the light oscillations emitted from them (Fig. 3.2). These oscillations
have been registered at different radial positions in a plane, perpendicular to the plume
axis, located at a fixed axial distance of 4 mm from the torch exit plane by an array of
photodiodes. Their signals were spectrally analyzed and averaged over 110 realizations
[6],[7]. With the aim to disclose the possible linkage between the dynamic events which
envolve simultaneously in the plume and in the arc chamber, along with the plume core
light oscillations, the arc voltage response on the global column oscillations, has been
registered and spectrally analyzed.

3. The mechanism governing the heat and mass trans-
port in the plume initial region during its transition
to turbulence

The evolution of the stagnation point heat flux data in the plume core cusp region along
with the arc heater exit average enthalpy enable us to identify unambiguously the distinct
stages of the plume transition process [2], [3]. They are simply defined by abrupt changes
of these quantities (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4).
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At low argon flow rates, steady laminar flow exists in the plume core region and the
measured heat fluxes are in good agreement with theoretically calculated laminar ones
[1] (stage I). The arc heater exit enthalpy increases during this stage, too. As the mass
flow rate reaches a distinct value, the enthalpy reaches its maximum value; the further
mass flow increase results in a strong enthalpy decrease. However, the plume core heat
flux continued to increase.

The conditions of maximum average exit enthalpy represent the onset of the stage II
of the transition; the final state of this stage is reached under the conditions of maximum
plume core heat flux. Further mass flow rate increase entails a rapid heat flux decrease
(stage III); the minimum heat flux conditions fix both the final state of this stage as
well as of the whole transition process. An additional mass flow rate increase (Fig. 3.3)
causes again an increase in the core heat flux due to the abrupt set up of fully turbulent
(self-sustained) flow.

In the "strange" metamorphoses of both the plume core heat flux and the arc heater
exit enthalpy, the wave-like events play the crucial role. The sequences of plume core
optical radiation spectra (Fig. 4.1) explain how these events subsequently evolve during
the whole transition process.

As shown, during the first process stage, the corresponding spectrum type reflects
the unsteady motion of a periodic vortex train generated by the plume core shear layer
instability [8].

The spectral signatures of the transition from first to second process stage reveal
that the vortex train doubles period length; thus, the vortex pairing occurs under that
condition. The spectrum obtained corresponds to the spectrum of an oscillator, thus the
shear layer vortex system is absolutely unstable here. In the course of the transition to
the second stage, this oscillator amalgamates partly into the noisy background, partly
exhibits two important peaks [4] characterized by Strouhal numbers St = ^- — 0.10 and
0.18.

Exit average velocity v~0 is calculated from the balance of energy in the exit nozzle of
the cross section A = ^y2- = 50,3 mm2 and energy supply H [W] (only the part of electric
energy income is penetrating into gas in the arc charmber) vl = \~«!A = 0,0785//[y]
(adiabatic exponent for argon is /c = | ) . In the same way is obtained average flow
temperature To, which follows from mass flow rate M = A~plW0 and thermal energy flux
H = cpT0M, i.e.: To = —rr = 68,6-77 [K], where the specific heat at constant pressure is

cp = | i?. Assuming small pressure variation both in the arc chamber and in an ambient
air the exit density is given by state equation J^ — £22- = *Jjl [i&.]_ Total force of the jet

is / = Aj^W2 = ^ ^ = 2, \A0-6VH [N].
The Strouhal number of the first oscillations (their frequency is nearly independent

at mass flow rate) and of the second ones (their frequencies are not harmonics of the
first ones) represent the global "jet mode" oscillations of the plume core [4], [10]. The
dynamic behaviour of these oscillations is of the same nature as the dynamics of the blunt
body wake; in both cases, the Strouhal numbers vary with Reynolds number changes
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in the same manner. Due to strong dependence of viscosity on temperature, (e.g.: /.i =

22,6.10"6 (x2") 1^1) ' s n o t Reynolds number well measurable quantity, in spite of that,
the Reynolds number values based on the arc heater exit average enthalpy and average
velocity may characterize the plume core dynamic states remarkably well [3].

The "jet mode" column oscillations promote not only the plume core "stagnation
point" heat flux enhancement but also control the heat transfer in the arc chamber cavity.
The shear layer induced plume core ocjllations protrude into the arc chamber to enhance
here the heat transfer between the arc column and the cooled arc chamber walls. And
this results in the decrease of the average enthalpy at the arc heater outlet (Figs. 3.3 and
3.4).

The fact that the onset of the plume "jet mode" oscillation causes the whole plasma
column to oscillate demonstrates convincingly the corresponding sequences of the arc volt-
age oscillations spectra represented in Fig. 4.2. At the same time, the voltage oscillations
have a tendency of their immediate coupling with the arc chamber acoustical resonance;
this event has a weak reflection on the plume dynamics at the beginning, however.

Only when the third process stage of the transition process sets in (at 70 l/min flow
rate), the plasma column oscillations are "locked on" to an arc chamber mode, and a
complete coupling with the arc voltage oscillations is attained. Now the arc chamber
resonant oscillations force their energy into the plume and exhibit a significantly enhanced
entrainment of ambient air there (in the plume core region, in the main). This manifests
itself, as shown in Fig. 3.4 by the strong plume core stagnation point heat flux decrease.

During the whole stage III of the transition process, the dominant frequencies in both
spectra are the same, irrespective of the flow rate value. However, at maximum attainable
flow rate (at 200 l/min), the plume flow is not fully turbulent; this fact confirms both the
spectrum "signature" as well as the corresponding stagnation point heat flux data.

However, the dynamic processes evolving in a transitional plasma plume play the
crucial role not only in the plume heat and mass transfer, they also control the thermal
energy production in the arc chamber cavity. Protruding there, the "jet mode" oscillations
enhance not only the heat transfer between the arc column and the arc chamber wall, but
also the heat and mass transfer between arc and in- or co-flowing gas - they control the
process of thermal energy generation in the arc.

It is shown that the character of this relationship changes perspicuously just at the
onset of the stage II, [11].

4. Integral description of the free heated jet

Simultaneous changes of temperature T(r, z), velocity u2(r, z) and density p(r, z) are dom-
inant for a heated jet. In the case of circular free jet the pressure variation is small (approx.
up to 10 % of pco) and we can consider p(r,z) = p ^ , where p^ is the ambient pressure. Due
to this assumption the relation p — 2^-J1"1 between density and temperature following
from the equation of perfect gas, is valid.
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In order to formulate the integral form of the balance laws, at least qualitatively, the
Gaussian profiles of vx, T and p are introduced

vz = vme
Fp rp rp / rp

j J -too — \ m

where
r

b,,z

r r
7 , » ? m = bmz

(4.2)

are variables displacing decay both in downstream direction z and in radial direction r.
The parameters H-, ^ , ^ | relate to mixing angles of corresponding quantities, centerline
values are um, Tm, pm, see Fig. 4.3. Using this representation and assuming that the

0 0,

r
r averaged shear
| layer growth

Figure 4.3: Integral time averaged description of heated jet.

working medium is calorically perfect gas with uniform composition, the integral form of
the law of balance of mass is

M = 27r / pvzrdr = Apo v0 =
Jo

Balance of momentum

Sc)f3,

(4.3)

(4.4)

and balance of energy

H
/•oo

= 2w cppTvzrdr = AcvT0~p~0W0 =
Jo

(4.5)
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For the brevity we have used notation Sc = — for density and Tc — ̂ P- for temperature

ratios, the ratios of mixing angles are /3m = -^ for density and 0T = ̂ ~ for temperature.
The integral balance laws (4.3) to (4.5) result for incompressible (Sc = 1) and isother-

mal (% = 1) jet into known formulas for velocity

vz = vmeyb<"> , vm = . (4.6)
\/2bvz

Supposing the density change Sc / 1 and ^ m / 0 we can derive from the balance of mass
(4.3) and balance of momentum (4.4) formula for centerline velocity variation

M
vm = 1 -

1 _ 2^00^/(1+2^) 1

MHi + ̂ ir J"
The appropriate sign "-" was fixed by the Taylor expansion of the square root term in the
power series at the nozzle exit z = zo, see Fig. 4.3. In the formula (4.7) we substitute z0

to z and neglecting the terms smaller of higher orders we have

2/(1+2/%) 2tE(l+2/ft)
V ^ y - (i + tf»)> 'for Z

Close to the exit is the centerline velocity vm independent on z and for incompressible
fluid (/?£ - 0) Urno = 2V-O.

The value of centerline velocity vm is real only if the distance from the exit satisfy
inequality

^ ( l + ft)a M (49 )

We can estimate the magnitude of the parameter bv by the shear flow theory. An inflection
point ^rtf = 0 of a velocity profile determines a line representing average shear layer
growth. In a vicinity of this line is approximately valid

1 z vz Pv^z
7- = - ~ — ~ \/ • (4.10)
bv r vr V v

The inequality (4.9) gives with respect to definition of mass rate (4.3) and balance of
momentum (4.4) an estimate of the magnitude of the length of the heated jet

±-<^-Re0, fortfeo = ^ . (4.11)
Do Poo Vo

The kinematic viscosity grows with the temperature and the density decreases with the
temperature (at the constant pressure)

Vo = — = 1,144.10 To {—], — = — • (4.12)
Po S p0 ioc
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For a cold gas gives the inequality (4.11) much shorter distance -^- as for hot gas. The

"cold" Reynolds number Re^ = ^f^ can be for hot gas much greater

— < = - # e o = ( 1 = H Reoo. (4.13)

In other words, we can observe a heated jet stable at given distance from the exit ^ - for
much higher Reoo.

4.1 Stability condition for a free jet

The flow stability condition follows from the centerline velocity (4.7), which is in general
a complex function of its variables z, / , M and parameters bv, [3m, 0T

/ 2
vm = vmr + ivmi = — (1 - i\/— 1) , i = y/-\, (4.14)

- obl 2irp0Otg2a s

which can be written in the exponential form

= ln[-J I - zarctg J z1 - 1,
Kz V a ' V a

g , > 1 . (4.15)
z V a ' V a a

Parameter a £ (00, 0) characterizes mixing volume rate, no mixing situation corresponds
to a —> 00. This one dimensional velocity field vm(z) can be interpreted like steady wave
with the wave vector

., dib 1 i
k k + ik f (4.16)

- 1

In the surroundings of the point z > J-^ is centerline velocity given by wavelike function

(4.17)The wavelength XZi following from k{ = | j is Ae, = 2xziJ^-z2 — 1. To calculate phase
velocity of the propagating wave we change from a laboratory coordinate system to a
particle coordinate system by the transformation z — z\ = vm(t — ti). Then the function
(4.17) is time dependent

where u = ur + iu;,- = krvmr — ktvmi + i^mrk, + vm%kT) =

2a i { \ )
= -+ v^_L=i (4.19)
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is the complex frequency.
In a close vicinity of a point z\ we can approximate flow disturbance v'm by harmonic

wave

fm = «m.(*i,*i)el"(fci*+Wil) = «L(*i ,* iK f c l ( - C l ° , (4-20)

where v'm0 is an amplitude and

( 2 ^ <

is a corresponding phase velocity. This small perturbance propagates for Cj > 0 ( ! i m22 <
2) in downstream direction and for ^-z2 > 2 upstream. Analogously to wavelength
dependence on z, the frequency

« ( 2 -
A,,

decreases continuously to zero.
The fluctuations energy propagates with a group velocity

(vmoz
2)2A

L (4.23)

When cg > 0 the energy propagates downstream, however for cg < 0 propagates upstream
and absolute instability occurs. In some cases cg can be greater than maximum centerline
velocity vm0 (4.8) and disturbances can protrude into arc chamber. It could become if the
control parameter A satisfy following inequality

A < 0 o r
d\nl

p 2
f o r 2

2a
4 - 2 4

The shape of a momentum change with respect to the quadrate of mass flux change is in
logaritmic scales less than one. For example for ubrupt increase of mass flux with respect
to momentum flux which corresponds usually to mild increase of energy flux H. Such
situation is visible in Fig. 4.2, for flow rate V > 40//mm. The inequality (4.24) is under
further investigation.

5. Discussion

Using relatively simple experimental procedures, a piece of knowledge concerning evo-
lution of the heat and mass transfer processes taking place in the initial region of a
transitional thermal plasma plume has been gained. The obtained results show that these
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transport processes are controlled consecutively by the plume core shear layer instability,
by the "jet mode" plume core instability, induced by unstable shear layer, and by the
resonant plasma column oscillations created by the oscillating plume core. The maxi-
mum average enthalpy, and the maximum and minimum plume core heat flux values, are
obtained under the conditions in which the enumerated dominant controlling events are
sequentially operative.
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Figure 5.1: Arc voltage and corresponding thermal energy input H ~
voltage x el.current as a function of the flow rate V. Arc current / = 100 A,
plasma torch arc chamber length / = 67,2 mm.

The stability analysis shows that the possible onset of absolute instability can start
when the condition (4.24) is satisfied. For our experiments the mass flow rate M and
momentum flux (force) / are
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where H is total termal energy flux into jet. From the condition of instability (4.24)
follows

d\nl _ ]. d i n g . 9>
2d\nM ~ 2 + 2d\nV < '

or the slope of energy flux H with respect to flow rate V has to be lower as for stable
laminar case, i.e.

f<:^' (5'3)
see Fig. 5.1.

It seems that these events are of pure hydrodynamic nature and that the electrody-
namics does not play a substantial role here. A similar behavior exhibits the low-density
jets and plumes exiting into "high-density" environment, e.g., into atmospheric air. A
comparison of both our spectra and of the ones of the axial velocity fluctuations in the core
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cusp of a transitional helium axisymmetric jet entraining into ambient air environment
shows just as qualitative and quantitative (equal Strouhal number values of the dominant
wave events) an identity [10].

However, the transition of the thermal plasma plume reveals some novel features con-
cerning the heat and mass transfer effects, as described above.
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ON THE PROBLEM OF TURBULENT ARCS MODELLING

O.I. Yas'ko

Heat & Mass Transfer Institute, National Academy of Sciences of Republic Belarus
15 P. Brovky St. 220072 Minsk, Belarus

Abstract A new hypothesis is proposed which considers mass as a charge which produces a
special field during its movement likewise the electric charge creates magnetic one. This
approach throws new light on vortexes formation since interaction of moving mass with the
considered field exerts swirling effect. Some aspects of turbulence in flows near walls and in
blown electric arc discharge were considered to validate the hypothesis in the cases of cold
and high-temperature flows. The theoretical results are found to comply with experiment well.

1. INTRODUCTION
Though turbulence has been studied more than hundred years, its real essence seems to be

unknown jet. The hydrodynamic instability is usually considered as the sole reason for
turbulence origination in 'cold' flows, and friction is regarded to be the only cause of turbulent
eddies formation [1]. Such approach makes great difficulty in theoretical modelling of
turbulent flows that has given rise to variety of semi-empirical methods [2]. At the same time,
many natural phenomena point to existence of special field which produces vortexes due to its
interaction with moving mass (tornadoes, cyclones, turbulent eddies). This conclusion is
especially evident if the analogy with the movement of electric charges in magnetic field is
taken into account. Indeed, mass must be regarded as a charge due to existence of static
gravitational interaction. Hence moving mass has to produce a special field likewise the
magnetic one is created by electric charges. The Nature is not so wasteful as to develop
different laws for diverse charges. Anyhow, this idea is rather worthy to be checked
experimentally, and turbulence is a suitable phenomenon for this purpose.

The hypothesis assumes that vortexes created by friction produce their self-field which is
time-varying due to instability of the eddies. The varying field, for its part, induces the
secondary unstable eddies which self-field is directed appositely to that of initial 'friction'
vortexes. The last are not the sole source of secondary eddies origination. Another reason for
their arriving is the field produced by mass flow along the duct. This field can be also varying
because of flow instability. It is reasonable to assume that just the induced secondary unstable
eddies are responsible for turbulent disturbance of flows. They can become self-sustaining after
attaining some critical magnitude of their field intensity. Therefore these critical conditions
must be ascertained to provide possibility for theoretical simulation of turbulence.

The proposed method enables the known laws of magnetic field to be applied for
theoretical analysis of turbulent flows and to operate with average characteristics of unstable
eddies that can significantly simplify the modelling procedure especially in such intricate cases
like turbulent arc discharges.

Some validation of the hypothesis was made in[3-6] which provided evidence in its favour.
The results of previous and new verifications and some improvements are given in this paper
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2. GENERAL RELATIONS
Equilibrium between mass-vortex field and translation degrees of freedom may be

considered as an appropriate critical condition for turbulence origination since induced eddies
become resistant to the destroying when their specific energy exceeds that of random

molecular movement. The equilibrium conditions can be defined as pv£ / 2 = [iQHgq 12 ox

(1)

Where p and Vt, are density and velocity of chaotic molecular movement, //eq is equilibrium
magnitude of mass-vortex field strength, and juo =7.547xlO8 m/kg is basic ('vacuum')
permeability of the field [3]. For ideal gas (P/p=kT / m, v^ = j&PI row, where k is
Boltzmann's constant, T -temperature, m - mass of particle, and P - pressure )„ eq.(l) can be
transformed to

Heq = VSP/KUQ (2)
eq

For mass-vortex field at atmospheric pressure, //eq=1.837xl0"2 =0.02 kg/ms.
The eq.(2) shows that for a certain ideal gas the equilibrium value of field strength depends
only on pressure, and the possibility of induced eddies arising increases with the pressure fall.
The eq.(2) is apparently useful for estimation of local equilibrium conditions.

Relations for mass flow in a cylindrical duct (pipe) will be considered below. Due to
similarity of mass- vortex and electro- magnetic fields, mass-flow density pu (u is velocity of
the flow along a duct) corresponds to current density j and total gas -flow rate

R

G = 2n\p(r)u(r)rdr matches to current /. . Now the expression for the vortex- field strength
0

follows from the analogy. This field will be considered as 'applied' one with respect to self-
field of turbulent eddy

= -\p{r)u{r)rdr (3)
r o

In accordance with the considered model, onset of the turbulence due to mass flow along a
duct is impossible just at the axis. The critical distance depends on the intensity of the flow. If
the flow is unstable //appi contains time-varying component which induces the secondary
unstable eddies. These eddies are formed around a circumference 2m that is also the length of
average line for vortexes self-field. In this case, the strength of field in the centre of the vortex
is given by the expression

1 v

(4)

Here <P = vy is the 'flux' of eddies (similarly to magnetic flux), v is velocity of eddy rotation
at distance y from its center.
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3. VALIDATION OF THE MODEL

3.1 Turbulence in flows near walls
In order to get more detail insight into effect of mass-vortex field, the analysis of cold flows

in tube seems to be expedient. In accordance with the hypothesis, turbulence is originated at
the sufficient value of the mass-flow field. This field can be created both by mass flow along a
duct and by eddies formed due to friction in zone adjoining the canal wall. The latter way
seems to be more effective at low temperature and just the wall friction must be responsible
for the primary arising turbulence in this case.

The intensity of vortex field is described by eq. (4). It may be adopted for cold flow: p
=const, and for ideal vortex the flux <PV is also independent of r. On these assumptions eq. (4)
takes the form

Hv=p0v(\nym-\nyo) (5)

Friction creates swirl which will be marked by subscript lfr' while induced eddies have
subscript 'v'. The strength Heq is produced by friction vortex in its centre distant at yeq from
the tube wall . The quantity Heq /p corresponds to the vortex flux forced by wall friction at
the point of equilibrium where In (ym /yo ) must be equal to unity. Comparison with
experiment shows that along a certain part of velocity profile the flux is independent of
distance, and the strength of the field increases only owing to the changing distance from the
wall. The same is also valid for induced eddies. At the same time, the strength of induced
eddies field amounts to zero at the point of origination because their external and internal sizes
are equal at this moment: ym = yo, and In iyjyo) = 0. The field strength increases with the
distance from the wall due to rise of yjyo

Induced vortexes create own field directed opposite to the initial one and this field
compensates the whole access of total strength above equilibrium value after attaining the
equilibrium state. Therefore at Hv >Heq, the total strength must be constant and equal to Heq,
So at Hv=Heq, the field of friction eddies accounts for H/r = 2Heq. It is reasonable to assume
that the same relation is valid at equilibrium point where Hfr = Heq and that this ratio Hv=
0.5Hfr is constant along the interval of their subsequent doubling. At the same time at Hfr <
Heq,, the fluxes of friction and induced vortexes must be equal @fr=0v. since the latter cannot
arrive together with the first one because there must be a threshold for its origination. In order
to satisfy these conditions, induced eddies must be originated at Hfr = 0.5 Heq. At these
assumptions, the plot of Hv bends at Hfr = Heq.

The hypothesis assumes that velocity profile is specified by induced vortexes. The
experimental universal velocity profile (where variables are presented in non-dimension form:
w+ =u/(xjp f *5; y* =y(rjpf5 Iv.) consist of three sections: 1- laminar sublayer near the wall
(u+=y+), 2- intermediate zone ( u* =a2+b2 lny+), 3- turbulent zone ( w+ = a3 + b^lny*).
A certain proportion between the vortex flux value and distance from the wall must exist
due to the similarity of vortexes and velocity profiles. It can be defined as lny+ = Cln(ym /y0) =
C {Hfr / Heq), where ym, yo are external and internal radii of the vortex. Factor C is
determined at equilibrium conditions: C = In j / ^ . In this case, the expression for eddy field
strength can be transformed to Hfr = &eq p In (ym /y0) = (0eq I C ) p In >-+ . This result
enables the parameters of velocity profile to be determined theoretically accounting for
boundary conditions at the point of its laminar and intermediate parts joining: ifj = y\ ;
(dw+ /d_y+ )j = b2 /y+j• = 1.. On the other hand, eddies arrive just at the joining point and it can
be also marked as origination one:>>+y = y+

or.
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Equilibrium for friction vortexes is established at some distance from the wall yeq . It
corresponds to local shear-stress Reynolds number yeqv*. v = y\q ( where v* = yjzw/p is
shear-stress velocity). It is remarkable that this value is equal to 'gasdynamic' local Reynolds
number at point where induced eddies are originated yoruor / v = u+

or y\r =( y+
orf- Using this

relationship. y\q = (y*Or )2 and combining expressions for field and velocity profiles, we can
derive expression for estimating position of origination point

H
eq

pv
(6)

This expression shows that location of the origination point is independent of flow conditions.
Knowing y\r value and accounting for boundary conditions, one can calculate the other

parameters of velocity profile. Nitrogen can be used as example of ideal gas (at t = 0°C, P =
0.1 MPa, p = 1.25 kg/m3, v = 1 33x 105m2/s). We can determine for it: Heq pv = 1100, &fr v
= 339 , a2 = -3.144 , b2 = u\or = y\r =5.06, y\q = 25.6 , u\q = 13.25 This theoretical result
conforms to experimental data fairly well (Table 1).Equilibrium value of Reynolds number is
reduced more than three times: (@eq / v ) I ( u\qy*eq ) = 1100 /339 =3.245. This value must
coincide with logarithm of distance from the wall for equilibrium point: C=\ny+

eq =ln 25.6 =
3.243 ( see Tabl.l)

For the experimental velocity profile, the slope factor of the third section is a half of the
second one: 63 = 0.5 b2. This result is also predictable theoretically by accounting for
approximate equality of a3 and u*or since both of them relate to flow velocity near the wall.
So a? = u\r = b2 = y\r-

Tablel
Comparison of the theoretical and experimental parameters of the universal

velocity profile for nitrogen at normal conditions

Parameters

Theoretical
Experimental

a2

-3,144
-3.05

a3

5.06
5.50

b2

5.06
5.00

bs
2.53
2.50

5.06
5.00

/ o r

5,06
5.00

y+eq

25,6
30

u\q

13,25
14

(Pfr-'V
339
420

The higher experimental magnitudes of y*eq, , u eq, and &fr v than theoretical ones are
obtained due to smooth transition between intermediate and turbulent parts. Theoretical
prediction for those parameters at experimental value y*or = 5 is: yeq = 25 , u+

eq= 13 , 0fr / v
= 325. We shall use the magnitude of y\q = 25 for further analysis due to its convenience.

Theoretical universal velocity profiles for some media are shown in Fig. 1. Profiles of argon
and helium coincide rather well with that of nitrogen which conforms to experiment. But
profiles for hydrogen and water differ noticeably from the others especially in the region c. In
order to clarify the reason for this scattering, the effect of applied field has to be considered.

Critical value of Reynolds number is determined through the flow parameters while
actually it depends on friction. That points to the certain relation between these phenomena.
To examine this interrelation, we may determine critical value of Reynolds number when
turbulence is originated by mass flow along a canal. If nitrogen is taken as example and the
number is based upon diameter and average velocity, the theoretical result for applied field
turns out to be twice higher than for friction one: Red.cr,apPi

=4430 (eq.(3)), Red.cr,fr
= 2//eq/ pv.=

2200 [3,4]. The calculations shows that the mode of initial field changes from friction to
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applied one just at the critical point where //v=//e<1 and //&= 2//eq but the real factor of
Reynolds number rise amounts only to 1.5 instead of 2.0. The reason for this transformation is
shown in Fig.2. It exhibits the behavior of initial and induced field strength as functions of the
nondimensional distance from the tube wall when nitrogen is taken again as medium showing
the best agreement with experiment. It is seen that the slope of both graphs changes at
equilibrium point ^ = 2 5 . This change corresponds to enlargement of friction field flux from
0r

eq/C to <2>+«,. that seems to be quite reasonable. With this flux, the strength //& = 2//eq is
reached at critical point y*a=ey*<xp6i ( where e is the basis of natural logarithm). The
equilibrium value of induced field strength and critical magnitude of Reynolds number are also
attained at this point. Because Reynolds number is based on axial velocity in this case, it means
that 'large' vortexes stir the flow well making the velocity profile rather uniform.

100 Y* 1000 y* 125 625

Fig. 1 Theoretical universal velocity profiles
without account for effect of applied field
a- laminar sublayer; b- intermediate zone;

c- turbulent zone; 1- argon; 2- helium;
3- nitrogen; 4- hydrogen; 5 - water

Fig.2 Field strength and Reynolds number
as functions of distance from the wall
1-initial field created by friction at R+< ey\q

and by mass flow at R+> ey+
eq, 2-induced

vortex; 3-Reynolds number in the
intermediate zone; 4 - Reynolds number
based on axis velocity.

Another remarkable conversions take place just at the critical point: the flux of induced
eddies falls down from 0*^ / 2 to 0*^ I2C and the friction initial field gives the way to
applied one. The conversion of flux causes the corresponding inflection of velocity and field
strength profiles. Again the difference between the strength of initial (applied) and induced
fields becomes constant AH=H^ at Hv > //eq (Fig.2).

During the transformation of initial field when nondimensional radius rises from ya= eyeq

to ( ^eq)15, the Reynolds number based upon axial velocity increases two times Just this
transformation causes the steep rise of friction coefficient as function of Reynolds number
above the critical point. But at the same time, the average velocity gradually decreases owing
to less intensive flow stirring by turbulent eddies having the reduced flux. As a result, the
Reynolds number based on average velocity increases in this interval only by a factor of 1.5
(Fig.2). The same increase experiences also the friction coefficient fcr,2/'fcr.i = Rê cr.2 /Re</.cr,/=
1.5. [8]. Subscripts ' 1 ' and '2' are used because the point (yeq)1'5 is actually the second critical
one. The drastic change of friction coefficient as function of Reynolds number takes place at
this point. The function is described at Re<i > Red,cr,2 by the following expression [4].
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(7)

Factor K accounts for effect of average velocity. Its theoretical value is found to be K= 1.762
[4].The equation (7) is reduced to Prandtl's formula when j>+eq=25 and K= 1.5.

Exactly the conversion of initial field mode specifies the universality of velocity profile in
tube since there must be 2-fold rise of induced eddies field strength during the transformation.
This ratio determines the position of y ^ regardless of the flowing medium [4]

2.5\ny*-\
— q = 2.0 (8)Hfr,cr,i ytqe ^

The equation gives: _y+
eq=24.692 = 25. Knowing this value and accounting for boundary

conditions, one can derive: y+
m= (y+eq)°5 = b2 = 263 = a3 = 4.969 = 5.0. The results obtained is

in fair agreement with experiment. Equilibrium strength of eddies field for nitrogen suits well
to transition conditions while parameters of vortexes in other media experience some deviation
from equilibrium. Theoretical critical value of Reynolds number amounts to Red,cr,i

= 2139 that
is slightly less than experimental one Re<i,exp= 2300. The difference can be caused by vortexes
and stirring lack of perfection.

Theoretical prediction of friction coefficient allows heat transfer to be estimated also
using the analogy between momentum and heat transfer if mechanism of these processes
is identical. [1]

3.2 Electric arc discharge
Turbulent eddies development in high-temperature flows is assumed to occur at the

expense of thermal energy. The applied mass-vortex field caused by flow along a duct can play
the main role in such a case. Intensively blown electric arc discharge can be taken as example
of free turbulence controlled by the applied field. This initial field caused by flow along an arc
specifies distribution of the secondary mass-vortex field in the centre of its column. And in
this case again, the self-field of induced turbulent eddies suppresses the initial applied field
down to equilibrium value, but the size of their flux isn't restricted and conforms with
equilibrium intensity of total field @v = Heq / p.. The flux is independent of flow conditions
but is affected by temperature due to involving density p. Owing to intensive heat supply,
kinetic energy of induced eddies tries to acquire maximal possible level limited by sonic
velocity. Therefore at Hv<Heq, velocity of eddy central bore attains the sonic level vo= a.
Then the radius of central orifice equals

yo= <Z\. a = Heq'pa. (9)

This parameter specifies the value of other ones:
Induction of the vortex central part Bv,0 which amounts to doubled frequency of this part
rotation/^

V 2 f (10)
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The total induction of vortex is n times higher than at central part

Bv=7dBv, o
 = pa/Heq; (11)

External size of the eddy follows from equation Hv = Heq\viyjy$ and amounts to

ym=yoe eq=(Heq/pa)e ee>.

Energy of the vortex at Hv < Heq

Wv = BMv /2 = (pa2/ 2){HJHeq) (12)

At equilibrium conditions Wv = B^iv / 2 = /x/2 / 2. And this value remains the same with
further enhancement of field strength due to restriction by sonic velocity. Therefore at Hv>Heq,
vortex induction Bv decreases with enhancement of Hv.

Bv=pc?IHv. (13)

This relation determines the form of other quantities at Hv>Heq,,:
Induction of the central vortexes bore and its size

= pa2 lnHv (14)

05)
pa

H 'H i
e
nv"eq LJ IJ

HIM \l v CQ
External radius of the eddy is defined as ym = yoe

 v eq = . Velocity of
pa

internal bore rotation and enthalpy pulsation Ah decrease with field strength enhancement
HV .

Ah = v2
0 2 = {a212) {H^HJ. (16)

The decrease is connected with the dependence of vortexes field relative permeability JLK on
its strength /^/zo= Mo+ X= &* I H*= P?IH2* Here xiS t n e 'vortisability' for the vortex field
(similarly to magnetisability ). At equilibrium conditions, /^ - pa21 £i.oH2

eq but it decreases
with rising Hv The vortisability is negative at H2

V >pa2.
The strength of vortex field Hv rises with that of applied one which for its part increases

with the radius of discharge column in the case of longitudinally blown arc. In such a case, the
vortex external size rises rapidly along the radius and bumps into the canal wall. That causes
the restriction of vortexes size at the periphery of arc column.

The above consideration has shown that four different zones of vortexes field
behavior can exist along the radius of turbulent electric arc: 1-the region of rising strength
of applied field from Happi = 0 to Happi = Heq / 2 ; . 2- the region of rising field of
induced eddies from Hv=0 to Hv=Heqt, (Happi is increased from Hec, I 2 to 2Heq in this
region); 3- the region of decreasing induction of the eddies field entailing decrease of
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temperature pulsation and velocity of rotation. 4- the region of the vortexes external size
restriction.

Because the eddies energy is contained in their field, we may try to apply an effective
enthalpy increment Ahe{. as a main parameter of heat transfer process. If this increment could
be determined as function of temperature and intensity of applied field, we would be able to
simulate theoretically turbulent discharges using iteration procedure.

The above conclusions can be compared with experiment from [7] where temperature
instability was measured in a turbulent argon arc. Unfortunately velocity field was not
examined in the experiment and direct determination of the vortex field is impossible. However
there is possibility to estimate the vortex field parameters from experiment by means of
determining relations between them and heat transfer mechanisms. Energy for the vortexes
development is taken from Joule dissipation and divergence of heat fluxes caused by
convection, conduction , and radiation The total power consumed by turbulence per unit

volume Qtwb relates to its heat transfer rate g ^ « y/2pAhej-. The relation may be defined

as Ahe{- Qtwb/pfnse where 1 / ftix specifies time needed for pAhef development taking
energy from the source QiWb • Appropriate assumption is /„«; =fo- Then an expression for f0

can be obtained

P \<lturb)

This equation together with eqs. (14), (16) give expression for vortexes field strength.

And enthalpy pulsation can be obtained from eqs. (16), (18)

2 p2 \qturb)

On assumption that convective heat transfer can be neglected and electric field strength E is
independent of radius, the quantities <3W,, Qturb can be derived from the experimental profile
of average temperature using data on properties as function of temperature. The experiments
in [7] were carried out with cascade arc burned in a tube with inner diameter <i=10mm at
current 7=65A and argon flow rate G=l.l g/sec . The flow regime conforms to "cold"
Reynolds number (20°C) 1.07xl05 which complies with turbulent stream.

Comparison of theoretical and experimental results is given in Fig.3. The distribution
of different zones is specified by the vortex field strength (Fig.3a). It is seen that the free
induced eddies are initiated at r«0.25mm and equilibrium value Hv=\ .837x10"2kg/ms
corresponds to r~1.0mm where Happ/=2Heq. So linear profile provides Happi=0.5Heq at
r=0.25mm. This result complies to obtained in cold flow and shows that induced eddies arrive
at initial field strength H=0.5Heq in any case. Turbulent heat flux must be also originated at
r=0.25mm. and it is confirmed by Fig.3b. It is seen that at r«1.0mm
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Turbulent heat transfer is less than
conductive one at r<\0 mm but it becomes
dominant at r>1.0mm in-spite of Ah rapid
fall in this region. The experimental Ah is in
good agreement with the theoretical
prediction (Fig.3c). Since Ah relates to
velocity of the turbulent eddies central part
rotation, this result shows that pulsation of
kinetic energy is unable to explain the
domination of turbulent heat transfer in this
region and total field energy contained in the
destroying vortexes must be taken into
account. The beginning of forth zone is
indicated by the inflection of vortexes field
strength in Fig.3a ( r = 2.0 - 2.25mm )

The expressions obtained above can be
useful for the purpose of turbulent arcs
theoretical modelling. The key factor is the
enthalpy Ahe{ which can be obtained from
following equation

10

kg/ms

6

4

2

0

qxlO"6,
W/m 2

a)

= p/0A/y (20)

Knowing Ahef. enables us to find coefficient
of turbulent thermal conductivity

* l (21)

The profiles obtained on assumption of
laminar flow can be applied as initial and
they can be recalculated then numerically
using turbulent coefficients together with
the molecular ones. Some difficulty can
arrive in the fourth zone of vortexes size
restriction where disagreement between
the two forms of effective enthalpy was
revealed but this problem can be solved by

1.4 r

1.2
Ah. 1 0

MJ/kg'

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2
0.0

c)

0.5 1.0 15
r,mm

2.0 2.5 3.0

Fig.3 Profiles of turbulence parameters in
argon arc, /= 65A, G=7.7g/s, d= 10mm.
a) Field strength of induced eddies
b) Heat transfer rates \-q,otai,\ 2-qcond;,3-qturb

c) Enthalpy pulsation in turbulent argon arc
1-theoretical profile (eq. (20) with
restriction v2

0 / 2 = a2 I 2 at the second
zone); 2 - experimental profile

applying appropriate corrections
It is of interest that Hv exhibits a linear dependence on radius (Fig.3a). In accordance

with eq.(3) this relation conforms to the uniform distribution of mass flow-rate across the arc
column pu= const. For the considered experiment, pu= 67.5kg/m2s or « 70% of the average
value. This relationship can greatly facilitate turbulent arcs modelling. Such a distribution is
perhaps caused by vibration of the arc column as a whole in the turbulent flow.

Theoretical simulation of turbulent arcs would be also useful for modelling cold flows.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
A new hypothesis of existing a special vortex field which is created at mass movement is

proposed. Some general relations are derived theoretically for this field: value of basic
('vacuum') permeability; conditions of turbulent eddies origination, and critical value of
Reynolds number. Equilibrium value of mass-vortex field strength for ideal gas is found to be
independent of gas kind and temperature being determined only by pressure.

Some aspects of turbulent flows near walls and in blown electric arc discharge were
considered to verify the hypothesis for cold and hot flows. The universal velocity profile and
friction coefficient as function of Reynolds number were derived theoretically for cold flow.
Four different zones of eddies behavior were found to exist in longitudinally blown electric arc
discharge. The obtained relationships seem to be useful for turbulent arcs theoretical
modelling.

The validation has shown that the hypothesis finds experimental confirmation. But special
physical and numerical experiments are necessary for further development of turbulence theory
on the basis of considered hypothesis.
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Governing parameters of absolute instability in round hot jet

D. Asendrych, A. Boguslawski, S. Drobniak

Institute of Thermal Machinery
Technical University of Czestochowa

POLAND

During last decade the problem of absolute or global instability was investigated
experimentally and using spatio-temporal stability theory by many authors and in various
flow types. The phenomenon was first observed in variable density round jets by
Sreenivasan et al. [1], Kyle & Sreenivasan [2], Monkewitz et al.[3] and Riva [4].
Monkewitz et al. [3] studied a hot jet stability and found two unstable modes. The mode I
which appeared when the density ratio was lower than 0.73 was linked [3] to the coherent
vortices characterised by Strouhal number 0.3. Below the density ratio 0.6 the mode II
arised, which according to Monkewitz et al. [5], is a result of Widnall instability of axi-
symmetric vortex rings characterised by Strouhal number 0.45. Kyle & Sreenivasan [2]
in air-helium jet found only the mode II and called it the oscillating mode. Kyle &
Sreenivasan [2] who carried out their experiment in wider range of shear layer
momentum thickness 0 suggested that D/0-where D jet exit diameter- was the most
important parameter controlling variable density jet stability. Furthermore, they found
only mode II and for thinner boundary layer when the oscillating mode vanished they
found another unstable mode which they called the broadband one. Bearing in mind
above observations concerning the role of particular parameters the special design of
experimental set-up was prepared to study the hot jet stability which allowed to examine
an influence of the boundary layer thickness in an even wider range. The cubic equation
nozzle with contraction ratio 144 allows to obtain the boundary layer characterised by the
momentum thickness D/9 up to 140 while in the case of the nozzles used by Kyle &
Sreenivasan [2] this parameter did not exceed the value 120. Preliminary experimental
work was carried out with the use the of sound pressure measurements and their
frequency characteristics obtained for the density ratio 0.48 are shown in Fig. 1. Open
circles stand for the mode II observed by Monkewitz et al. [3] which coincides with the
oscillating mode found by Kyle & Sreenivasan [2] marked by open squares. Open
triangles in Fig. 1 represent the broadband mode which was found in [2] for the
momentum thickness D/6 around 100. Present measurements which were carried out for
the momentum thickness D/0 in the range 60-140 are shown by solid symbols. It seems
that unstable mode characterised by Strouhal number 0.4 and 0.46 and marked here by
solid circles corresponds to the broadband mode observed by Kyle & Sreenivasan [2] in
air-helium jet. The measurements marked with solid squares for which Strouhal number
are St=0.52 and St=0.57 have been obtained for D/0=61 and 73, respectively. The above
range of boundary layer thickness corresponds to the experimental conditions applied by
Monkewitz et al. [3] and Kyle & Sreenivasan [2], but the nondimesional frequencies
obtained during the present study are distinctly higher.
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Fig. 1. Strouhal number as a function of the momentum thickness.

Two modes observed here in round hot jet during preliminary experiment need
systematic study. The broadband mode which seems to be similar to the one observed by
Kyle & Sreenivasan [2] in air-helium jet is to be studied in order to see whether it is
independent of the jet medium applied (air in present experiment). An influence of
Reynolds number, boundary layer thickness and relative shift of the density and velocity
profiles on the this mode characteristics will be studied carefully. The oscillating mode
(black squares) observed in Fig.l must be investigated for wider range of the boundary
layer thickness and for various density ratios. Then an investigation of governing
parameters of this mode will be performed. This systematic study of two unstable modes
presented above will be carried out during future experiment.
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STABILITY CONTROL IN 2D POISEUILLE FLOW BY BOUND-
ARY HEATING/COOLING
Christine Benard, Jun Liu and Herve Pabiou (Laboratoire FAST, UMR 7608
CNRS-UPMC-UPS, Batiment 502, Campus Universitaire, 91405 Orsay Cedex,
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psud.fr

This communication presents analysis of a feedback control of instabilities in
2D Poiseuille flow. The controller is heating or cooling the surface changing
thus the viscosity of the fluid (which depends on the fluid temperature) in the
boundary layer and consequently the stability of the flow.

The first study of the feedback control problem has been done by H. H. Hu
and H. H. Bau1. However, they admit that the behaviour of the controller to
different in air and in water (for the latter case the viscosity of the fluid adjacent
to the wall decreases as the shear stress increases).

We offer a different analysis and explanation: In fact, the extension of the do-
main of observation as well as that of actuators is essential for the behavior of
the stability control. Observation at different conditions enabled us to assess
the effect of perturbation intensity, wave number and phase. In this commu-
nication, we suppose simply that the feedback control is proportional to the
perturbation and has the same wave number as the perturbation. The behav-
ior of the feedback control is analyzed for a large range of the controller gain
value. The influence of the sensor locations and the Prandtl number is studied.

'Feedback control in planar Poiseuille flow, Proc. R. Soc. Lond. A (1994) 447, pp299-312.
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NEAR-FIELD OF COAXIAL JETS WITH LARGE DENSITY DI-
FFERENCES
M. Favre-Marinet. x E. B, Camano, 2 J. Sarboch 3

The initial region of coaxial jets is particularly important for practical appli-
cations from the point of view of mixing, growth of instabilities and turbulence.
These fundamental aspects of the flow dynamics play a key role in combustion
problems, noise reduction, and have given rise to research on isothermal coaxial
jets, principally in the homogeneous case (for example, Dahm et al., J. of Fluid
Mech., 241, 1992). Very few investigations, however, have considered the effects
of density on coaxial jets although large density differences may be present in
industrial processes using this configuration (Gladnick et a. AIAA Journal, 28,
8, 1990).

The present research is an attempt to simulate the flow conditions of liquid
propellant rocket engine injectors which are characterized by a low velocity-
high density inner jet, surrounded by a high velocity low density annular jet.
By using various gas combinations (air, helium, SF6), it is possible to reach
very large density differences in the flow fields near the nozzle. The objectives
of the research are to find out what are the significant parameters which govern
the flow dynamics and stability characteristics.
The experimental set up consists of a pair of concentric axisymmetric nozzles
discharging into ambient air. The experimental conditions are:

Inner jet (i) Diameter: D t - 20 mm, Bulk velocity: Ut

Annular jet (e) Diameter: Dc = 27 mm, Bulk velocity: Ue

The non-dimensional parameters are the velocity ratio: rv = Ue/L\(l < rv <
28) and density ratio: 5 = pc/pt (0.028 < S < 1). The diameter ratio {d =
Dc/Dl = 1.35) is constant in this experiment. The Reynolds number Re^ is
based on a hypothetical jet with external fluid properties and a velocity such as
to have the same total momentum flux: Re^ = Reext[l + (1 — r^5')//32rJS]1^2.
where Reer* = pcUcDc/fie. The experiments were conducted at moderate Rey-
nolds numbers (For helium-air jets: Re^ = 2000-2400).

LDA measurements of longitudinal velocity and flow visualizations (schlieren
and lasersheet) are in agreement to show the existence of two flow regimes.

When the velocity ratio rv is lower than a critical value {rv)c which depends
on S, regular axisymmetric structures are growing in the mixing layers which
surround the potential core of the jet. Cross-sectional views show the develo-
pment of azimuthal instabilities on both sides of the coannular jet. The corre-

'Laboratoire des Ecoulements Geophysiques et Industriels - Institut de Mecanique de Gre-
noble, CNRS-UJF-INPG, 1025, r de la Piscine B.P.53 X - 38041 Grenoble Cedex, Tel.: 33 (0)4
7682 5049; Fax: 33 (0)4 7682 5271; e-mail: Michel.Favre-Marinet@hmg.inpg.fr

2present adress: Institute de Pesquisas Hidraulicas, Universidade Federal de Rio Grande
do Sul, CP 15029, 91501-970, Porto Alegre, Brasil.

3present adress: Department of Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics K212, Faculty of
Mechanical Engineering, CVUT - Czech Technical University, Technical University, Prague,
Czech Republic
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sponding longitudinal vortices are a common feature of turbulent shear layers.
The length of the potential core is roughly inversely proportional to rv.

When rv is higher than (rv)c, negative velocities appear in the first diameter
showing the existence of recirculating flow. The values of rc, are very different
in the homogeneous and inhomogeneous cases. In terms of the momentum ratio
M — r\S, the critical conditions for incipient recirculation are much closer in
the two cases: Me = 40 - 50 for S = 1 and Me = 50 - 60 for 5 = 0.14. The
boundaries of the recirculation bubble are well correlated by the parameter M,
which can be regarded as the main governing parameter of the flow. Density
effects are, however, still present, for a given value of M, since the growth of
the mixing layers is faster for a low value of the density ratio 5.
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Experimental investigations of instabilities in plasma jets

Jan Hlina, Vaclav Nenicka

Institute of Electrical Engineering, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic,

Dolejskova 5, 182 02 Praha 8, Czech Republic

The unstable behaviour of plasma jets is principally connected with the gas flow rate

which determines its laminar or turbulent character. The plasma flow becomes more

turbulent when the gas flow increases and the instabilities develop in the downstream

direction. The experimental system for investigations of plasma oscillations consisted of

up to 3 parallel photodiode arrays (each of them contained 8 diodes) situated perpendic-

ularly to the flow. The arrays detected the plasma radiation at different distances from

the plasmatrone nozzle. The signal from the photodiodes was amplified, conditioned

by a low-pass filter and recorded by A/D boards. The discussion of methods used for

the evaluation of the records is here restricted to the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The

result of the FFT is a matrix of complex numbers containing an information about the

amplitudes and phase angles belonging to elementary harmonic oscillators into which

the measured signal can be decomposed. The amplitudes are visually used to show the

Fourier spectrum which gives a measure of the amount of power in a given frequency band

or on a given line. In the case of plasma jets the character of the spectra is determined

by the geometry of the plasmatrone and plasma flow rate [1]. In the spectra it is possible

to distinguish the oscillations originating in the feeding electric circuit and resulting in

the arc current modulation, hydrodynamic oscillations and superpositions of the both

processes. These oscillations characterized by more or less sharp peaks in the spectra are

combined with a noise component which becomes more significant in the downstream

direction. The presence of hydrodynamic oscillations of various Origin is proved by the

constant value of the Strouhal number for the first oscillation type (dominating at low

gas flow rates) or a constant frequency value for the second one (dominating at high gas

flow rates) [2]. The imaginary part of the FFT output (the phase angles) may also afford

significant information about the plasma jet if the differences of phase angles relating

to 2 points situated along the flow are analyzed. In some frequency bands the phase

differences are close to zero and demonstrate thus the global character of the relevant

oscillations, whereas the phase shift in other frequency bands indicates oscillations of

a local origin and makes possible to determine the plasma velocity [3].

[1] V. Nenicka, J. Hlina, Acta Techn. CSAV 42, 29-51 (1997)

[2] L. Krejci et al., IEEE Trans. Plas. Sci. 25, 860-863 (1997)

[3] J. Hlina, Proc. XXIII Int. Conf. Phen. Ion. Gas., Vol. V, 60-61 (1997)
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OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS, TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY
GRADIENTS IN THE DISCHARGE CHANNEL OF A WATER

PLASMA JET

Jifi JeniSta

Institute of Plasma Physics AS CR, Za Slovankou 3, P. O. Box 17, Prague 8, 182 21,
Czech Republic

tel.:(420)(2) 6605 2852
fax: (420)(2) 858 6389

(e-mail: jenistg@ipp. cas. cz)

A two-dimensional numerical model for an electric arc stabilized by a water vortex has
been proposed. The axisymmetric model includes the area between the cathode and the
output nozzle of the arc. The plasma flow is steady, laminar, compressible, and the
plasma itself is treated as an emitting and partially absorbing medium in the state of local
thermodynamic equilibrium. The production of water plasma, i.e. the rate of evaporation
of a water wall is determined in two ways. First, the mass flow rate is assumed to be
independent of the axial discharge coordinate and its value is taken from experiments.
Second, it is calculated from radial conduction and radiation heat fluxes (estimated by the
method of radiation view factors) near the water - water-vapour phase transition. The
complete set of conservation equations describing the mass, electric charge, momentum
and energy transport of such plasma with temperature-dependent transport properties is
solved numerically by the control volume method.

The computer results refer to thermal, fluid dynamic and electrical characteristics of
such arcs for the range of currents 300-600 A. The calculated temperatures, axial
velocities, electric field strengths, pressure and voltage drops are in the order of 2104K,
103 m/s, 103 V/m, 0.1 atm., 200 V, respectively. There is the nearly asymptotic thermal
region in the discharge channel with the length of 3 cm. The magnitudes of temperature
and density gradients near the phase transition water - water-vapours depend on current
and mass flow rate and they are more severe for lower values of the evaporation mass
flow rate. The non-uniformity of the evaporation rate with respect to the axial discharge
coordinate influences not only fluid-dynamics of the arc, but also thermal and electrical
quantities. For a 300 A arc discharge, the theoretical mass flow rate was found which
best fits the experimental data (0.265 g/s in this model; 0.250 g/s in the uniform-
evaporation model; 0.204 g/s in experiments). The change of shapes of radial
temperature and density profiles in the discharge asymptotic temperature region occurs
abruptly with the changing mass flow rate. The power spent for evaporation represents
only about 2 % of the total input power to the arc. In the studied interval of currents, the
radiation power is 2-4 higher than the conduction power spent for the production of
plasma.

The proposed model is able to explain basic physical processes occurring in the plasma
discharge as well as provide a better prediction for the evaporation mass flow rate of
plasma material determined indirectly from experiments. The calculated velocities,
pressure drops and electrical potentials are in good agreement with experiments made on
the water plasma torch PAL-160 operating at the Institute.
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PARABOLIZATION IN FLOW DIRECTION AS A CONSEQUENCE
OF INTRINSIC MIXING GENERATED BY CONVECTION-LATERAL
DIFFUSION INTERACTION
A.D. Khon'kin, Gagarina 13-10, Zhukovsky 140160, Moscow, Russia;
E-mail: khlopkov@aero.mipt.msk.su

As an original model there is considered the nonstationary diffusion-convection
equation describing passive scalar propagation in the stationary pipe flow for
given velocity distribution (for example the Poiseille's profile). With the asymp-
totic method, akin to Chapman-Enskog method in kinetic gas theory, there are
derived the evolution equation for cross-section average scalar concentration
(the Taylor's result is obtained as a specific case) and demonstrated that inter-
action of lateral diffusion with non-uniform distribution of longitudinal velocity
creates enhanced mixing and dispersal of scalar in longitudinal direction. This
mechanism contributes diffusion type dispersion represented by the effective dif-
fusivity Deff = a2u£l/192.D, where a - tube radius, um = maximum velocity,
D - molecular diffusivity.

In order to understand approaching the asymptotic description we apply the
Galerkin's method to governing equation. The trial functions are taken on the
base of previous asymptotic analysis. It is shown this more complex descrip-
tion leads to hyperbolic evolution equation for averaged concentration with
finite velocities of perturbation propagation in flow direction and opppositely.
In the main core of flowfield the asymptotic flow behavior with effective diffu-
sion mechanism is established. As the molecular diffusivity D is small, then
effective diffusivity Dejj prevails in cases of essentially inhomogeneous flow-
fields. Therefore, in the convection-diffusion equation becomes "parabolized"
form. So, formulation of the outflow boundary condition is not necessary and
you may use marching difference algorithms for numerical calculations. There
are discussed using similar consideration for parabolization of general nonlinear
hydrodynamic equations in frames of iterative approaches.
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THE HAMILTONIAN DESCRIPTION OF WAVES IN A DOUBLE
LAYER MODEL OF THE DENSITY DISTRIBUTION.
Andrey A.Kurkin Nizhny Novgorod State Technical University, Dept. of Ap-
plied Mathematics, 24 Minin St., Nizhny Novgorod, 603115 RUSSIA
Tel: +7 (8312) 470847, 343323 (home); Fax: +7 (8312) 343323;
e-mail: kurkin@waise.nntu.sci-nnov.ru

The Hamiltonian theory of nonlinear interaction of internal and surface waves
in a double layer ocean, and baroclinic Rossby waves in a double spherical
layer of rotating fluid is constructed. The transformations of ordinary physical
variables to normal canonical variables are found for internal and surface waves
in a double layer model of the density distribution. These normal variables are
used for calculation of the coefficients of three-wave and four-wave interaction,
for analysis of stability of quasimonochromatic trains of surface waves with
respect to self-modulation and self-focusing, and to obtain the solution for the
solitary surface waves. On the basis of the theory developed the self-action of
baroclinic Rossby waves in a spherical layer of rotating fluid has been observed.
The growth rates of the decay and modulational instabilities are estimated for
typical parameters of the oceanic waves.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF TURBULENT EXCHANGE
PARAMETERS OF A SHEAR FLOW UNDER CONDITIONS OF
TEMPERATURE AND VERTICAL DENSITY GRADIENTS.

Litvin, A.D.(*), Chumakov, Yu. S.. Gorbatsky, V.V., Arjannikov, A.V., and
Ivanov, D.V. (Department of Hydroaerodynamics, State Technical University
St. Petersburg, Russia)

The subject of this research is a turbulent shear flow occursing due to vertical
inhomogeneity of temperature and salinity (density) in a fluid having a
dividing surface: water-air. The interest to such flow is stipulated, in
particular, by the fact that processes of contamination spreading and
forming of ecological conditions in coastal sea areas of industrial centers
are mostly determined by turbulent transfer of polluting materials.

Experimental study of the turbulent flow was carried out in water environment
where the vertical density gradients were affected by natural factors.
Measurements were taken by use of advanced equipment including the
following:

- Acoustical Doppler Current Profiler for measuring the flow mean
velocity,

- electromagnetic probe for measuring three components of velocity
fluctuations,

- devices for measuring mean and turbulence temperature, and electrical
conductivity in water,

- hot wire anemometer for measuring mean and turbulence air temperature
and also longitudinal and lateral components of instantaneous velocity in
air.

Using this equipment we are able to perform reliable measurements of a
number of parameters of the turbulent flow in density-heterogeneous fluid.
In particular, we obtained parameters as:

- vertical distributions of mean temperature, salinity, and density in fluid;

- vertical profiles for three components of the flow mean velocity in fluid;

- vertical distributions for three components of velocity fluctuations and for
temperature fluctuations in fluid,

- mean and turbulence patterns of air temperature and air velocity, and also
air flow direction.

The data obtained were used to determine vertical integral scales of
turbulence, turbulent heat fluxes, turbulent exchange coefficients.
Dependence of turbulent exchange parameters on the values and on the
character of local vertical heterogeneity in density and temperature fields was
also estimated for neutral, stable, and unstable stratification. It has been
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shown that turbulent heat fluxes can change their direction under different
environmental conditions varying with the vertical coordinate.

Special attention was given to the investigation of the influence of the air
flow over the free surface of liquid on the formation of turbulence
structure in the fluid. In particular, cross-correlations of turbulent
fluctuations of different parameters of air flow and water were examined.

(*) Presenting author:

Senior Research Scientist, Dr. Aleksander Litvin
4 Zheni Egorovoi str., 3 korp., 110 apt.
St. Petersburg 194355
Russia
e-mail: ivl@agrophys.spb.su
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF AIR
DENSITY FLUCTUATIONS IN ATMOSPHERIC SHEAR FLOW UNDER
UNSTABLE CONDITIONS
Irina V. Litvina(l), Eugene S. Takle(2). John H. PrueeerO), R.A. Schmidt(4), Jim R.
Brandle(5),

(1) Agrophysical Research Insitute, St. Petersburg, Russia
(2) Iowa State University, Ames, IA, USA
(3) National Soil Tilth Laboratory, Ames, IA, USA
(4) Rocky Mountain Forest and Range Experimental Station, Laramie, WY, USA
(5) University of Nebraska, Lincoln, NE, USA

Atmospheric stratified surface layer represents a natural shear flow with air
temperature and density vertical inhomogeneousity. Buoyancy forces of such a flow,
along with other mean and turbulent properties, contribute to turbulent kinetic energy
production. Effects of turbulent velocity and temperature continue to be an objective
for many model and experimental investigations whereas the role of air density
fluctuations responsible for the buoyancy force rise has not been sufficiently studied.
For a better understanding the influence of density variation on flow turbulent
exchange processes, information on air turbulent density is needed. However, not
many data on density fluctuations are available.

The goal of this research is to study some statistical properties of air density random
field that occurs in shear flow of the atmospheric surface layer under unstable thermal
conditions. For the purpose a field experiment was carried out at the University of
Nebraska research farm near Lincoln, NE USA over a 5-day period. Air density
fluctuations were inferred directly from air local fluctuations of the refractive-index
gradient measured by use of a high-sensitivity refractometer. Measurements were
taken at three levels from the surface within a 3-m layer. Signals from the
refractometer were scanned in real time by CSI data logger on a 2-rnin intervals. Air
temperature and wind speed vertical profiles, relative humidity, and turbulent heat
fluxes were measured simultaneously.

In measured values analysis, turbulent density statistics was obtained including
internal structure parameters such as autocorrelation functions, length and time scales,
and power spectra. Value and intensity of the air turbulent density varied with hight
above the surface and the flow stability conditions estimated by Richardson number.
Enhanced intensity of larger scales turbulent motions was typical for more unstable
conditions. Energy surge was revealed in power spectra under higher flow unstability.
Turbulence intensity of small scales density fluctuations decreased with height.
Variations of density intensity with air temperature gradient and humidity were
consistent with variation of mean density with these parameters. Density intensity was
weakly reduced with an increase of latent heat flux.

Presenting author address: Irina V. Litvina, Agrophysical Research Institute, 14
Grazhdansky pr., St. Petersburg 195220, Russia; fax: 7 (812) 534-19-00; e-mail:
ivl@agrophys.spb.su
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LINEAR STABILITY ANALYSIS OF VISCOUS SWIRLING FLOW WITH
VARYING DENSITY

W. Polifke1

ABB Corporate Research Ltd., CH-5405 Baden-Dattwil, Switzerland

Abstract

Swirling flow is a frequently encountered phenomenon of great importance both in nature and
industrial processes such as mixing, separation or combustion. For example, in combustion
applications, swirling flow and its instabilities are known to have a drastic influence on, e.g.,
pollutant formation and combustion stability, particularly high reduce

To our knowledge, previous investigations of the linear stability of swirling flows have
been restricted to the case of constant mean density, see e.g. [1, 2]. In this work, viscous
disturbances of axisymmetric cylindrical flows with varying mean density are considered.
Linearization of the conservations equations for mass, momentum and energy yields a system
of five equations for six variables, i.e. the perturbations of velocities, pressure, density and
temperature. Restricting the analysis to the limit of vanishing Mach number - which is
appropriate for many combustion applications - the equation of state of an ideal gas yields

V_ _ _ /
P

for the disturbances of density p' and temperature 7" and provides closure for the system of
governing equations.

Assuming normal-mode disturbances y(t,r, </>-, z) — Y(r)e'(
a2:+n*-u() for all unknowns

y = u', v', w',p',p' and using a Chebyschev Collocation Method [2, 3], the governing equations
for the disturbances reduce to a generalized eigenvalue problem, which can be solved with
standard methods [4]. Note that the dependance of molecular transport coefficients on tem-
perature has been neglected to simplify the analysis, and that so far only the case of temporal
stability has been considered.

The method has been validated with good success by comparison with published results for
the case of constant density, e.g. [2]. Applying the method to swirling flows of applied interest
with vortex cores of high or low density, we find a rather complex and varied dependance of
stability properties on mode number n and mean flow properties such as profile shape, swirl
number and density ratios.
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EUROMECH COLLOQUIUM 377
"Stability and Control of Shear Flows with Strong Temperature or Density Gradients"

"CONTROL OF FLOW SEPARATION BY TEMPERATURE
GRADIENT"

Vaclav TESAR
Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, CVUT Praha, Czech Republic
Fax: (420.2) 2431 0292
e-mail: tesar@fsid.cvut.cz

The simple experiment according to Fig.l demonstrates how he action of
temperature gradients may cause dramatic changes in overall character of flowfield.
The air jet attaches to the surface with longitudinal convex curvature and follows it

away from the original direc-
tion of the nozzle exit. The wall
is formed by a thin metallic foil
and may be heated by electric
current passing through it.
Under certain conditions, the
introduced transverse tempera-
ture gradients in the near-wall
layer cause the flow to separate
and to leave the wall into a dif-
ferent direction. The experi-
mentally determined boundary
at which the flow separation
occurs is shown in Fig. 2 as a
function of the nozzle width
Reynolds number Reb (eva-
luated for inlet air temperature)

and the relative surface curvature radius r/b. The curve at left holds for equal air
and wall temperatures. An attached wall jet with r/b and Re values fixed to lie at
right of this "cold" boundary, separates when the wall is heated and the retreating
boundary moves past this fixed posi-
tion. Heating the wall by mere 10 - 20 K
suffices for separation. Similar bound-
aries were found for the reverse pro-
cess of attachment of a separated jet -
they are different from those in Fig.2,
since the attachment process (as usual)
exhibits a marked hysteresis.

The separation control is not con-
tinuous: the direction of the separated
jet is not dependent upon the applied
heatir f3, but is fixed by the position §
of the separation point on the surface.
This is found to coincide with the posi-
tion of the local extreme of wall

Electric
current
passes
through
the foil

Curved thin metallic foil
- heated by electric current -
forms the attachment wall

General arrangement of the experimental wall jet se-
paration control by temperature gradient.

r /b iTw = 2 1 . 2 °C~| Air temperature: 21.1 °C

\ / I } | Tw = 62.2°C |

Separated

Attached

Re.
2000 3000

' ° ' ' Experimentally determined boundary at
which the separation of the wall jet takes place: in-
creasing wall temperature Tw causes the separation to
occur at higher Reynolds numbers.



M
3' O -

' ° ' ' Distribution of subatmospheric pressure on the
wall - with the local extreme (Tesaf, 1974) between the two
plateaux interpreted as a manifestation of the separation
bubble .

pressure under an attached jet
(Tesaf, 1974) - Fig.3. This extreme is
interpreted as demonstration of a
separation bubble. At the beginning
of the bubble, laminar separation of
the wall jet (at SJ takes place. The
separated shear layer, free of the
damping
effect of the
wall, under-
goes at T a
fast transi-
tion into
turbulence.
Turbulent

layer spreads laterally so fast that it re-attaches at R to the
wall again. As a result the bubble is closed - Fig.4 - and gross
separation of the jet from the wall is prevented. The intro-
duced temperature gradient destroys the bubble probably by
delaying the transition - perhaps due a mechanism as
simple as local Reynolds number decrease because of
higher air viscosity. The turbulent layer then forms too
far downstream so that it fails to reach towards the wall
and to re-attach (Fig.4). Processes in the bubble are very
sensitive - this explains the strong response to relativey
small temperature variations.

This low Re jet manipulation by direct electric
current action (with the foil perhaps replaced by a thin
film deposited on electrically insulating substrate) may
find application as a basis for microactuators in "intelli-
gent" aerodynamic surfaces.

Fie 4
—£—I Attached

flow: transition to
turbulence occurs in the
separation bubble.

Delayed
msition

' Proposed explanation
of the separation effect: delay of
transition caused by heating
eliminates the re-attachment.
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NONLINEAR STUDY OF CHANNEL FLOW OF FLUID WITH
TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT VISCOSITY
Dr Darren Wall,
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The stability of shear flows of fluid with temperature-dependent viscosity
through parallel-sided channels with fixed wall temperatures is considered.
Solutions to the linear stability problem have recently been presented by
Wall & Wilson (1996), who found the unexpected result that the flow of
fluid with a monotonic decreasing viscosity/temperature relationship, fi(T),
may be stabilized or destabilized relative to (isothermal) plane Poiseuille
flow depending on the form of n(T) and the level of heating applied. In
order to more fully understand these results, and to provide information
on the flows which may be observed in practice for transitional values of
the Reynolds number, R, we calculate the two-dimensional nonlinear flows
that bifurcate from the linear critical points. These periodic secondary flows
bifurcate subcritically and are found to meander from one side of the channel
to the other as they travel downstream. In contrast to the behaviour of the
linear critical R, the nonlinear critical R (i.e. the smallest value of R for
which nonlinear solutions exist) is found to be relatively insensitive to the
form of/i(T). Furthermore, the three-dimensional linear secondary stability
of these flows is also considered and possible bifurcation points for tertiary
flows are identified.



INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOWS PAST AN AIRFOIL AND A CIRCULAR
CYLINDER WITH VISCOUS-TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE

Zakharenkov, M.N. (Central Aero-Hydrodynamic Institute, 140160 Zhukovsky,
Moscow region, Russia

The results obtained in numerical simulation of flows past a fixed airfoil
NACA0012 and past a circular cylinder performing rotational oscillations in
viscous incompressible stream makes a solution of the complete system of
Navier-Stokes equations possible including the energy equation, and a
viscous-temperature dependence.

Some examples led to this conclusion.

In the first one, we know that the temperature increases in a small region
situated immediately behind the closed separation zone developing on the
body. It is exactly this region where the pressure uniqueness is destroyed in a
solution of N-S eqs. with the constant value of viscosity.

The second example concerns the problem of viscous flow past a fixed airfoil.
In the "cold" aerodynamics is the circulation around the airfoil considerably
greater than the circulation defined by Kutta-Joukowski condition in potential
flow. The lift obtained in this solution is also considerably greater than the one
for an ideal liquid. For this reason, the search for uniqueness of the solution and
justification of the Kutta-Joukowski condition in viscous flow requires a
viscous - temperature dependence in the neighbourhood of leading and trailing
edges and flow separation.

In the third example, in the problem of viscous flow around the rotationally
oscillating cylinder with an attached liquid layer is solved. The liquid runs out
(very slowly) from this layer in the region of detached separated flow. The
surface friction on the cylinder increases the temperature and an asymptotically
long time of stabilization of the temperature field is to be expected. In contrast
with classical thermal boundary layer the heat convection is very small and,
therefore, the assumption of viscous-temperature dependence has been
introduced as a necessary condition. This kind of effects appear in problems of
lubricating layers. A preliminary study has shown that the destruction of
attached vortex layer takes the form of a breach which can be characterized as a
heat explosion. For this reason the problem of stability of the above mentioned
flows requires also the complex consideration of the viscous - temperature
dependence.
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